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ABSTRACT
We establish the consistency of duality transformations for generic systems of N = 2 vector
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We establish the consistency of duality transformations for generic systems of N = 2 vector supermultiplets in
the presence of a chiral background field. This is relevant, for instance, when dealing with spurion fields or when
considering higher-derivative couplings of vector multiplets to supergravity. We point out that under duality most
quantities do not transform as functions. With few exceptions, true functions are nonholomorphic, even though
the duality transformations themselves are holomorphic in nature.
1. Introduction
As is well known systems of abelian N = 2
vector supermultiplets transform systematically
under duality transformations: transformations
that act on the (abelian) field strengths and ro-
tate the combined field equations and Bianchi
identities by means of a symplectic matrix. This
was first exploited for pure N = 2 supergravity
[1]. For generic N = 2 vector supermultiplets it
was discovered [2] that these transformations ro-
tate the scalar fields XI and the derivatives FI of
the holomorphic function F (X) that encodes the
Lagrangian, by means of an Sp(2n+2;R) trans-
formation, where n denotes the number of vector
multiplets1. Initially the emphasis was on invari-
ances of the equations of motion. The fact that
the scalars in supergravity often parametrize an
homogeneous space whose transitive isometries
are realized by duality transformations, enables
one to conveniently controll the nonpolynomial
dependence on the scalar fields. Later it was re-
alized that these transformations can also be used
to reparametrize the theory in terms of a differ-
ent function F˜ (X˜) [3]. For the subgroup of the
symplectic group corresponding to an invariance
of the equations of motion, the function remains
the same.
More recently symplectic reparametrizations
1Not counting the graviphoton of N = 2 supergrav-
ity. In the rigid case the symplectic matrix is only 2n-
dimensional. Nonperturbatively, the symplectic tranfor-
mations are usually restricted to a discrete subgroup.
were exploited by Seiberg and Witten [4] and
later by others [5], in obtaining exact solutions
of low-energy effective actions for N = 2 super-
symmetric Yang-Mills theory. The singularities in
these effective actions signal their breakdown due
to the emergence of massless states correspond-
ing to monopoles and dyons. Although these
states are the result of nonperturbative dynam-
cis, they are nevertheless accessable because at
these points one conveniently converts to an al-
ternative dual formulation, in which local field
theory is again applicable. In many of the non-
perturbative solutions the quantities (XI , FJ ) can
be defined as the periods of a meromorphic dif-
ferential corresponding to a class of hyperellip-
tic curves. A similar phenonomenon is known
from type-II string compactifications on Calabi-
Yau manifolds, where (XI , FJ) can be associated
with the periods of the (3, 0) form of the Calabi-
Yau three-fold.
2. N = 2 Vector multiplets
The actions we use are based on N = 2 chiral
superspace integrals,
S ∝ Im
(∫
d4x d4θ F (W I)
)
, (1)
where F is is an arbitrary function of reduced
chiral multiplets W I(x, θ). Such multiplets carry
the gauge-covariant degrees of freedom of a vec-
tor multiplet, consisting of a complex scalar XI ,
a spinor doublet ΩiI , a selfdual field-strength
F−Iµν and a triplet of auxiliary fields Y
I
ij . This
2Lagrangian may coincide with the effective La-
grangian associated with some supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory, but for our purposes its ori-
gin is not directly relevant. To enable coupling to
supergravity the holomorphic function should be
homogeneous of second degree.
The Lagrangian contains spin-1 kinetic terms
proportional to
L ∝ i
(
NIJ F
+I
µν F
+µνJ − N¯IJ F
−I
µν F
−µνJ
)
, (2)
where F±Iµν are the (anti-)selfdual field strengths
and N is proportional to the second derivative of
the function F¯ (X¯). In addition there are mo-
ment couplings (to the fermions, or to certain
background fields, to be discussed later), so that
the field strengths F±Iµν couple linearly to tensors
O
±µν
I , whose form is left unspecified at the mo-
ment. Defining
G+µνI = NIJF
+J
µν +O
+
µνI , (3)
and the corresponding anti-selfdual tensor that
follows from complex conjugation, the Bianchi
identities and equations of motion for the Abelian
gauge fields take the form
∂µ
(
F+ − F−
)
I
µν = ∂
µ
(
G+ −G−
)
µνI = 0 . (4)
These are invariant under the transformation(
F±Iµν
G±µνI
)
−→
(
U Z
W V
)(
F±Iµν
G±µνI
)
, (5)
where U IJ , V
J
I , WIJ and Z
IJ are constant real
(n+ 1)× (n+ 1) submatrices.
From (3) and (5) one derives that N must
transform as
N˜IJ = (VI
KNKL +WIL)
[
(U + ZN )−1
]L
J . (6)
To ensure that N remains a symmetric tensor, at
least in the generic case, the transformation (5)
must be an element of Sp(2n+2,R) (we disregard
a uniform scale transformation). Furthermore the
tensor O must change according to
O˜+µνI = O
+
µνJ [(U + ZN )
−1]JI . (7)
The required change of N is induced by a change
of the scalar fields, implied by(
XI
FI
)
−→
(
X˜I
F˜I
)
=
(
U Z
W V
)(
XI
FI
)
. (8)
In this transformation we include a change of FI .
Because the transformation is symplectic, one can
show that the new quantities F˜I can be written as
the derivatives of a new function F˜ (X˜). The new
but equivalent set of equations of motion one ob-
tains by means of the symplectic transformation
(properly extended to other fields), follows from
the Lagrangian based on F˜ .
It is possible to integrate (8) and one finds
F˜ (X˜)=F (X)− 12X
IFI(X)
+ 12
(
UTW
)
IJ
XIXJ
+ 12
(
UTV +WTZ
)
I
JXIFJ
+ 12
(
ZTV
)
IJFIFJ , (9)
up to a constant and terms linear in the X˜I .
In the coupling to supergravity, where the func-
tion must be homogeneous of second degree, such
terms are obviously excluded2.
The above expression (9) is not so useful, as
it requires substituting X˜I in terms of XI , or
vice versa. When F remains unchanged, F˜ (X˜) =
F (X˜), the theory is invariant under the corre-
sponding transformations, but again this is hard
to verify explicitly in this form. A more conve-
nient method instead, is to verify that the sub-
stitution XI → X˜I into the derivatives FI(X)
correctly induces the symplectic transformations
on the periods (XI , FJ).
The result (9) shows immediately that
F (X)− 12X
IFI(X) (10)
transforms as a function under the symplectic
transformations, i.e., as f˜(X˜) = f(X), something
that is obviously not true for the quantity F (X).
Here we should stress that, although we gener-
ically denote quantities such as F (X) as holo-
morphic functions, we now introduce an impor-
tant distinction by insisting that certain quanti-
ties transform as functions under symplectic tran-
formations. As we shall see, quantities with this
property are more rare.
2The terms linear in X˜ in (9) are associated with constant
translations in F˜I in addition to the symplectic rotation
shown in (8). Likewise one may introduce constant shifts
in X˜I . Henceforth we ignore these shifts, which are ex-
cluded for local supersymmetry, even in the presence of a
background. Constant contributions to F (X) are always
irrelevant.
3In the coupling to supergravity, the above
statement has no content, as (10) vanishes iden-
tically by virtue of the homogeneity of F (X).
In other situations, however, the fact that (10)
transforms as a function under symplectic trans-
formations is relevant. For example, the result
has appeared in the literature in the context of
the effective action of supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theories, where it forms an ingredient in proving
that (10) must in fact be invariant under a cer-
tain subgroup of the symplectic transformations.
To see how this goes, we first note that
δ
(
2F (X)−XIFI(X)
)
= (δXI)FI−X
I(δFI) , (11)
under arbitrary variations. In particular we
may consider changes of the moduli uα that
parametrize the ground states of the theory and
identify δ in the above equation with derivatives
with respect to these moduli. When the (XI , FJ )
can be defined in terms of the periods of a cer-
tain differential on a Riemann surface [4], whose
moduli space is that of the Yang-Mills theory,
they are subject to Picard-Fuchs equations. The
latter are partial differential equations involving
multiple derivatives of the periods with respect to
the uα. Combining these Picard-Fuchs equations
with (11), one can show that 2F (X)−XIFI(X)
satisfies a similar differential equation, which re-
stricts it to a certain polynomial of the uα. For
the details of this, we refer to [6–8].
What we like to stress here is the following.
Knowing that (10) can somehow be expressed
in terms of the moduli, we conclude that it will
not change when applying symplectic transforma-
tions belonging to the monodromy group. Hence,
using that (10) transforms as a function un-
der symplectic transformations, we derive that it
must be a function that is invariant under the
monodromy subgroup.
3. Backgrounds
We now reconsider supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory in the presence of a chiral background
field and a conformal supergravity background.
To couple supersymmetric vector multiplets to
(scalar) chiral background fields is straightfor-
ward. One simply incorporates additional chiral
fields Φ into the function F that appears in the
integrand of (1),
S ∝ Im
(∫
d4x d4θ F (W I ,Φ)
)
. (12)
Also the coupling to conformal supergravity is
known [9]. We draw attention to the fact that
the W I are reduced, while the Φ can be either
reduced or general chiral fields.
Let us briefly discuss a few situations where
such chiral backgrounds are relevant; in the next
section we turn to explicit formulae. In super-
symmetric theories many of the parameters (cou-
pling constants, masses) can be regarded as back-
ground fields that are frozen to constant values
(so that supersymmetry is left intact). Because
these background fields correspond to certain rep-
resentations of supersymmetry, the way in which
they appear in the theory – usually both per-
turbatively as well as nonperturbatively – is re-
stricted by supersymmetry. In this way we may
derive restrictions on the way in which param-
eters can appear. An example is, for instance,
the coupling constant and θ angle of a super-
symmetric gauge theory, which can be regarded
as a chiral field frozen to a complex constant
iS = θ/2pi + i4pi/g2. Supersymmetry now re-
quires that the function F (X) depends on S, but
not on its complex conjugate. This strategy of in-
troducing so-called spurion fields is not new. In
the context of supersymmetry it has been used in,
for instance, [10–12] to derive nonrenormalization
theorems and even exact results.
Spurion fields can also be used for mass terms
of hypermultiplets. When considering the effec-
tive action after integrating out the hypermul-
tiplets, the dependence on these mass param-
eters can be incorporated in chiral background
fields. In this example the background must be
restricted to reduced chiral multiplets. In the pre-
vious example this restriction is optional. On the
other hand, it may also be advantageous to not
restrict the background fields to constant values,
in order to introduce an explicit breaking of su-
persymmetry [13,14].
Another context where chiral backgrounds are
relevant concerns the coupling to the Weyl multi-
plet, which involves interactions of vector multi-
4plets to the square of the Riemann tensor. In this
case the scalar chiral background is not reduced
and is proportional to the square of the Weyl mul-
tiplet. Here the strategy is not, of course, to
freeze the background to a constant, but one is
interested in more general couplings with confor-
mal supergravity. We return to a more detailed
discussion of the Weyl multiplet shortly.
We add that all of this is very natural from the
point of view of string theory, where the mod-
uli fields, which characterize the parameters of
the (supersymmetric) low-energy physics, reside
in supermultiplets. In heterotic N = 2 com-
pactifications the background field S introduced
above coincides with the complex dilaton field,
which comprises the dilaton and the axion, and
belongs to a vector multiplet. The dilaton acts as
the loop-counting parameter for string perturba-
tion theory. Although the full supermultiplet that
contains the dilaton is now physical, the deriva-
tion of nonrenormalization theorems can proceed
in the same way [15,16]. We should stress here
that when restricting the background to a re-
duced chiral multiplet, one can just treat it as an
additional (albeit external) vector multiplet. Un-
der these circumstances one may consider exten-
sions of the symplectic transformations that in-
volve also the background itself. Of course, when
freezing the background to constant values, one
must restrict the symplectic transformations ac-
cordingly. The above strategy is especially useful
when dealing with anomalous symmetries. By ex-
tending anomalous transformations to the back-
ground fields, the variation of these fields can
compensate for the anomaly. The extended non-
anomalous symmetry becomes again anomalous
once the background is frozen to a contant value.
This strategy is particularly valuable when deal-
ing with massive hypermultiplets.
In the second half of this section we discuss a
number of features pertaining to the Weyl mul-
tiplet [17]. The bosonic fields of N = 2 con-
formal supergravity consist of the vierbein field
eaµ, SU(2)× U(1) chiral gauge fields Aµ and V
i
µj
(associated with the automorphism group of the
supersymmetry algebra), a selfdual tensor field
Tabij , antisymmetric in both Lorentz and SU(2)
indices, and a scalar field D. The fermionic fields,
which we will mostly ignore here, are the grav-
itino fields ψiµ and a spinor field χ
i. In coupling
the chiral Lagrangian (12) to conformal super-
gravity, all of these fields will appear. However,
the covariant quantities associated with this field
representation form themselves a chiral selfdual
tensor multiplet. Its lowest-weight component is
the antisymmetric tensor T ijab, the next one con-
sists of χi and the field-strength of the gravitino
field (with modifications such that it is supercon-
formally covariant); then, at level θ2 we have the
selfdual component of the Riemann tensor and
the SU(2)×U(1) field strengths (all of them with
proper superconformal modifications) as well as
D and TabijT
ij
cd. All higher-θ components are de-
pendent, in view of the fact that we are dealing
with a reduced chiral multiplet.
The square of the Weyl multiplet constitutes
a scalar chiral field of scaling weight 2. Its low-
est component is equal to (εijT
ij
ab)
2; the highest-
θ component contains the square of the selfdual
components of the Riemann tensor and the chiral
field strengths, as well as a variety of other terms.
We refer to [17] for details.
By associating the chiral background field Φ
with the square of the Weyl multipletW , we thus
obtain new (higher-derivative) couplings of vector
multiplets with conformal supergravity. Assume
that the function F can be expanded as a power
series,
F (X,W2) =
∞∑
g=0
F (g)(X)
(
W2
)g
. (13)
Because it must be homogeneous of second degree
with scaling weights of X and W that are both
equal to unity, the coefficient functions F (g)(X)
are homogeneous of degree 2(1− g).
In supergravity the XI are not independent
scalar fields, but are defined projectively; in more
mathematical terms they can be regarded as sec-
tions of a complex line bundle. These sections can
be expressed holomorphically in terms of indepen-
dent complex fields zA, which describe the phys-
ical scalars of the vector multiplets. The origi-
nal quantities XI and the holomorphic sections
XI(z) differ by a factor mP exp(K/2), where K
5is the Ka¨hler potential3 and mP is the Planck
mass. In view of the projective nature of the
XI , there is thus always one more physical vec-
tor field than there are physical scalars. The ex-
tra vector corresponds to the graviphoton. The
Lagrangian encoded by (13) gives rise to terms
proportional to the square of the Riemann ten-
sor times (εijT
ij
ab)
2(g−1). After extracting the
scale factor mP exp(K/2), the coefficient func-
tions F (g)(X) give rise to holomorphic functions
F (g) of the z (or rather sections of a line bundle).
Let us consider the case where the function
(13) encodes the N = 2 supersymmetric effec-
tive low-energy field theory corresponding to a
type-II string compactification on a Calabi-Yau
manifold. The Planck mass mP is equal to the
string scale divided by the string coupling con-
stant gS; the latter is proportional to the dila-
ton. In a type-II string compactification the dila-
ton, which counts string loops, does not reside in
the vector multiplet sector, so that the prefactor
exp(K/2) is independent of the string coupling
constant and the XI are proportional to g−1S .
Consequently
(
W2
)g
is multiplied by terms of or-
der g
2(g−1)
S , which thus represent g-loop contri-
butions in string perturbation theory. The coeffi-
cient functions can be determined in string theory
from certain type-II string amplitudes [18] and in-
deed arise in the appropriate orders in string per-
turbation theory. An interesting feature is that
the F (g) can be identified with the topological
partition function of a twisted nonlinear sigma
model on a Calabi-Yau target space, defined on
a two-dimensional base space equal to a genus-g
Riemann surface. The partition function is ob-
tained by integrating appropriately over all these
Riemann surfaces [19]. However, the partition
functions F (g) do not depend holomorphically on
the Calabi-Yau moduli. They exhibit a so-called
3In terms of the holomorphic sections the Ka¨hler potential
takes the form
K(z, z¯) = − log
(
iX¯I(z¯)FI(X(z)) − iX
I (z) F¯I(X¯(z¯))
)
.
The Ka¨hler metric is defined as gAB¯ = ∂A∂B¯K(z, z¯).
Under projective transformations of the holomorphic sec-
tions, XI → exp(f(z))XI , the Ka¨hler potential trans-
forms by a Ka¨hler transformation, so that the metric re-
mains invariant.
holomorphic anomaly due to the propagation of
massless states, or equivalently, due to certain
contributions from the boundary of the moduli
space Mg associated with the genus-g Riemann
surfaces. The holomorphic anomaly is governed
by the following equations (with certain normal-
izations of the F (g)) [19],
∂A¯F
(g) = 12e
2KW¯A¯
BC (14)
×
[
DBDCF
(g−1) +
g−1∑
r=1
DBF
(r)DCF
(g−r)
]
,
for g > 1, whereas for g = 1 we have
∂A∂B¯F
(1)=12e
2KWACDW¯B¯
CD − 124χ gAB¯
=− 12RAB¯ +
1
2 (n+ 1−
1
12χ)gAB¯ , (15)
with RAB¯ the Ricci tensor and χ the Euler num-
ber of the Calabi-Yau moduli space.4 In these
equations target-space indices are raised or low-
ered by means of the Ka¨hler metric. Covariant
derivatives are projectively covariant and defined
by
DAF
(g) =
(
∂A + 2(1− g)∂AK
)
F (g) , (16)
and furthermore we used the definition
WABC = iFIJK
(
X(z)
)
(17)
×
∂XI(z)
∂zA
∂XJ(z)
∂zB
∂XK(z)
∂zC
.
In N = 2 compatifications of the heterotic
string the counting of string loops runs differ-
ently, because here the Ka¨hler potential depends
explicitly on the dilaton field. Now the dilaton
dependence in exp(K/2) cancels the string cou-
pling constant induced by the Planck mass, so
that the XI are generically of order zero in the
string coupling constant. However, the dilaton
coincides with one of the fields z (or some func-
tion of them). The actual dependence on the
string coupling constant is therefore directly gov-
erned by the explicit dilaton dependence of the
4Here we used that the moduli space is an n-dimensional
special Ka¨hler space. A particular solution of (15) is
F(1) = − 1
2
ln g + 1
2
(n+ 1− 1
12
χ)K, where g is the metric
determinant.
6quantities F (g). Interestingly enough, this ex-
plicit dependence is restricted, at least in per-
turbation theory, by virtue of a nonrenormaliza-
tion theorem. Based on this theorem, in heterotic
compactifications, one expects the F (g) to appear
at the one-loop level, with the exception of F (0)
and F (1) which also receive classical contributions
[20]. Beyond this there are of course nonpertur-
bative terms.
The above observations are relevant in certain
explicit tests of ‘string duality’ between heterotic
string compactifications on K3 × T2 and type-II
string compactifications on Calabi-Yau manifolds
[21]. In these tests [20,22,23] the nonperturbative
effects on the Calabi-Yau side are compared to
the perturbative effects on the heterotic side. The
latter were studied in [16,25].
4. Duality in a chiral background
After this somewhat qualitative discussion
let us turn to more explicit results. In this
section we verify the consistency of symplec-
tic reparametrizations in a general chiral back-
ground. From this we learn how coefficient
functions such as in (13) change under these
reparametrizations. As it turns out, they do
not, in general, transform as functions, as is al-
ready suggested by the transformation rule (9) for
F (X).
The subsequent discussion is based on the ac-
tion (12). A first observation is that, a priori, it is
not meaningful to restrict the dependence on the
background field. For instance, one may couple
the theory linearly to the background, so that N
will depend at most linearly on the background
field. However, after a symplectic transformation,
N will generically have a nonlinear dependence
on the background, as follows from (6). There-
fore the only meaningful approach is to start from
functions F which depend both on the gauge su-
perfield strengthsW I and on the background field
Φ in a way that is a priori unrestricted. Then one
can proceed exactly as before and examine the
equivalence classes in the presence of the back-
ground. The transformation rules, however, will
also depend on the background fields. This does
not affect the derivation, although there are a
number of new features.
We will consider the component expression cor-
responding to (12) ignoring the fermions. We as-
sume the presence of one chiral scalar background
(the generalization to more background fields is
straightforward), which itself may be equal to a
scalar expression of nonscalar chiral fields as in
(13). We denote the bosonic components of the
chiral background superfield by Aˆ, Bˆij , Fˆ
−
ab and
Cˆ. Here Aˆ and Cˆ are complex scalars, appear-
ing at the θ0 and θ4 level of the chiral superfield,
while the symmetric complex SU(2) tensor Bˆij
and the anti-selfdual Lorentz tensor Fˆ−ab reside at
the θ2 level. The holomorphic function F now
depends on the lowest-θ components X and Aˆ
of the gauge superfield strengths and the back-
ground field, respectively. The supersymmetric
Lagrangian is proportional to the real part of the
following expression
−2iFI (∂µ − iAµ)
2X¯I
− 14 iFIJ Y
I
ijY
Jij − 12 iBˆij FAIY
Iij
+ 12 iFIJ(F
−I
ab −
1
4X¯
IT ijabεij)(F
−J
ab −
1
4X¯
JT ijabεij)
− 14 iFI(F
+I
ab −
1
4X
ITabijε
ij)Tabijε
ij
−iFˆ−ab (FAIF
−I
ab −
1
4FAIX¯
IT ijabεij)
+iFACˆ −
1
4 iFAA(ε
ikεjlBˆijBˆkl − 2Fˆ
−
abFˆ
−
ab)
− 116 iF (Tabijε
ij)2 − 2i(16R−D)FIX¯
I , (18)
where we also included the coupling to the
bosonic fields of conformal supergravity. How-
ever, the vierbein determinant has been sup-
pressed, while the SU(2) gauge fields do not ap-
pear because they couple only to fermions. Note
that (18) depends only on derivatives of the func-
tion F (X, Aˆ) with respect to the XI and/or the
background field Aˆ. In the notation used previ-
ously we immediately derive the following expres-
sions from (18),5
NIJ = F¯IJ ,
5Note that the expression for N takes this form irrespec-
tive of whether we couple to supergravity. This is so be-
cause the auxiliary tensor T has not been integrated out;
therefore we must insist that the function F exists. After
integrating out the auxiliary tensor it is possible to refor-
mulate the theory in such a way that the function F no
longer needs to exist, as long as the periods (XI , FJ) can
consistently be written down [24].
7O+µνI =
1
4 (FI − F¯IJX
J)Tµνijε
ij − Fˆ+µν F¯IA . (19)
It is convenient to introduce the following def-
initions,
∂X˜I
∂XJ
≡SIJ (X, Aˆ) = U
I
J + Z
IK FKJ ,
ZIJ ≡ [S−1]IK Z
KJ , (20)
NIJ ≡ 2 ImFIJ , N
IJ ≡
[
N−1
]IJ
.
The quantity ZIJ is symmetric in I and J , be-
cause Z UT is a symmetric matrix as a conse-
quence of the fact that U and Z are certain sub-
matrices of a symplectic matrix.
The symplectic reparametrizations should act
on the quantities (19) according to (6) and (7),
which in the above notation read
N˜IJ =(VI
KNKL +WIL) [S¯
−1]LJ ,
O˜+µνI =O
+
µνJ [S¯
−1]JI . (21)
To ensure that these transformations are indeed
realized, one introduces the transformations on
the fields XI , exactly as in section 2, except that
the various quantities will now depend on the
background field. So we have the transformation
rule (8) and the same expression (9) for the new
function after a symplectic transformation. Ob-
viously the relation between X and X˜ involves
Aˆ.
Irrespective of the background the quantity N
still transforms according to the first equation of
(21). Also the following result,
F˜ (X˜, Aˆ)− 12X˜
IF˜I(X˜, Aˆ) =
F (X, Aˆ)− 12X
IFI(X, Aˆ) , (22)
still holds, so that there is a holomorphic func-
tion that transforms as a function under sym-
plectic transformations. In the coupling to super-
gravity this result is still relevant, provided the
background field Aˆ has a nonzero scaling weight.
Other results which hold irrespective of the back-
ground, are
N˜IJ=NKL
[
S¯−1
]K
I
[
S−1
]L
J ,
N˜ IJ=NKL S¯IK S
J
L , (23)
F˜IJK=FMNP
[
S−1
]M
I
[
S−1
]N
J
[
S−1
]P
K ,
where all quantities depend on both the fields X
and A˜. The symmetry of the first two quantities
is preserved owing to the symplectic nature of the
transformation.
Results that specifically refer to the back-
ground are obtained by taking derivatives of F˜
(cf. (9)), keeping X˜ fixed in partial differentia-
tions of F˜ with respect to Aˆ, and/or using already
known transformations. In this way we obtain,
for instance,
F˜A(X˜, Aˆ)=FA(X, Aˆ) ,
F˜AI=FAJ [S
−1]JI ,
F˜I − F˜IJX˜
J=[FJ − FJKX
K ] [S−1]JI , (24)
F˜I −
˜¯F IJX˜
J=[FJ − F¯JKX
K ] [S¯−1]JI ,
F˜AA(X˜, Aˆ)=FAA(X, Aˆ)
−FAI(X, Aˆ)FAJ (X, Aˆ)Z
IJ .
These relations suffice to show that the transfor-
mation behaviour of the tensors O± defined by
(19) is indeed in accord with (21).
For later use we also list a few results involving
higher derivatives of F (X, Aˆ),
F˜AIJ=
(
FAKL − FAMZ
MNFNKL
)
×[S−1]KI [S
−1]LJ ,
F˜AAI=(FAAJ − 2FAKZ
KLFALJ
+FJKL (Z
KMFAM ) (Z
LNFAN ))[S
−1]JI ,
F˜AAA=FAAA − 3FAAI Z
IJFAJ (25)
+3FAIJ (Z
IKFAK)(Z
JLFAL)
−FIJK (Z
ILFAL)(Z
JMFAM )(Z
KNFAN ) .
What remains to show is that the full equations
of motion and the Bianchi identities are equiva-
lent under symplectic reparametrizations. This
can be done by identifying the terms in the La-
grangian that vanish by virtue of the equations
of motion for the auxiliary fields and the vector
fields. For the remaining terms one must then
prove that they preserve their form under sym-
plectic transformations. To do this we write the
Lagrangian as follows,
L=14NIJ Y
I
ijY
ijJ
− 12 i(∂µW
I
ν − ∂νW
I
µ )(G
+ −G−)µνI
−2iFI (∂µ − iAµ)
2X¯I + h.c.
8+ 12 BˆijBˆ
ij N IJ F¯AIFAJ
+ 14 [BˆijBˆklε
ikεjl − 2Fˆ−abFˆ
−
ab]
×[N IJFAIFAJ − iFAA] + h.c. (26)
− 18 i(G
−
abIX¯
I − F−Iab F¯I)T
ij
abεij + h.c.
+ 12 Fˆ
−
ab(F
−K
ab F¯KI −G
−
abI)N
IJFAJ + h.c.
+iFACˆ + h.c.
+ 116 i(F¯ −
1
2X¯
I F¯I)(T
ij
abεij)
2 + h.c.
− 18 Fˆ
−
abT
ij
abεij(F¯IJX¯
J − F¯I)N
IKFAK + h.c.
−2i(16R−D)(X¯
IFI − F¯IX
I) ,
where we redefined the auxiliary fields Y Iij accord-
ing to
YIij = Y
I
ij − iN
IJ [BˆijFAJ − εikεjlBˆ
klF¯AJ ] .
The field equation of the auxiliary fields puts Y
to zero, so that we can drop the first term in
(26). Likewise, the field equations for the vector
fields converts the second term in (26) into a total
divergence.
Using the identities (22-24) it is not difficult to
show that all the terms in (26), with the excep-
tion of the first two, preserve their form under
symplectic transformations.6 This concludes the
proof that duality transformations are consistent
in the presence of a chiral background with cou-
pling to supergravity.
We close this section by pointing out that re-
stricting the background to a constant (i.e., Aˆ
constant and all other background components
vanishing) just gives the standard coupling of vec-
tor multiplets to N = 2 conformal supergrav-
ity. On the other hand, keeping also the fields Bˆ
and/or Cˆ nonzero causes a breakdown of super-
symmetry. This feature of the background field
can be exploited when studying certain N = 1 su-
persymmetric, or even nonsupersymmetric, theo-
ries.
6Here we note a useful theorem [26]: from a symplectic
vector, such as (F±Iµν , G
±
µνJ ), one can construct a quan-
tity VI = (G
±
µνI −FIJF
±J
µν ) which transforms under sym-
plectic transformations as V˜I = VJ [S
−1]JI . The third
and fourth equation of (24) can be derived directly on the
basis of this theorem.
5. Symplectic functions and holomorphy
The above results show that certain expressions
can be constructed from the function F (X, Aˆ)
and its derivatives that transform as functions un-
der symplectic transformations. One obvious ex-
ample is the holomorphic expression (10); another
one is FA, the first derivative of F with respect
to the background. However, higher than first
derivatives of F with respect to Aˆ do not trans-
form as functions under symplectic transforma-
tions. This means that the coefficient functions
in an expansion such as (13) do not transform
as symplectic functions, with the exception of
F (1). The transformation rules for these coeffi-
cient functions follow from (24) and (25) and their
generalizations, putting the background field Aˆ to
zero.
This conclusion may be somewhat disturbing
especially when considering symplectic transfor-
mations that constitute an invariance. In that
situation we have F˜ (X˜, Aˆ) = F (X˜, Aˆ). In spite
of that, this does not imply that the coefficient
functions (i.e. multiple derivatives with respect
to the background) are invariant functions under
the corresponding tranformations. This should
only be the case for the first one corresponding
to FA.
One may wonder whether there are modifica-
tions of the multiple-Aˆ derivatives of F that do
transform as functions under symplectic trans-
formations. Such functions should be expected
to arise when evaluating the coefficient functions
directly on the basis of some underlying theory,
such as string theory. These modifications seem
possible in view of the fact that the combination
FAA + iN
IJFAIFAJ ,
which appears in (26), does indeed transform as a
function under symplectic transformations. The
latter was in fact required in order for the duality
transformations to be consistent in the presence
of the full chiral background, as shown in the pre-
vious section. Likewise, one may verify by explicit
calcculation that there is a generalization of the
third derivative,
FAAA+3iN
IJFAAIFAJ
9−3N IK NJL FAIJFAKFAL
−iN ILNJM NKN FIJKFALFAMFAN ,
which also transforms as a symplectic function.
It turns out that these functions can be gener-
ated systematically. Assume that G(X, Aˆ) trans-
forms as a function under symplectic transfor-
mations. Then one readily proves that also
DG(X, Aˆ) transforms as a symplectic function,
where7
D ≡
∂
∂Aˆ
+ iFAIN
IJ ∂
∂XJ
. (27)
Consequently one can directly write down a hi-
erarchy of functions which are modifications of
multiple derivatives FA···A,
F (n)(X, Aˆ) ≡
1
n!
Dn−1FA(X, Aˆ) , (28)
where we included a normalization factor. All
the F (n) transform as functions under symplectic
functions. However, except for the first one, they
are not holomorphic. The lack of holomorphy is
governed by the following equation (n > 1),
∂F (n)
∂X¯I
= 12 F¯I
JK
n−1∑
r=1
∂F (r)
∂XJ
∂F (n−r)
∂XK
, (29)
where F¯I
JK = F¯ILM N
LJNMK . Interestingly
enough, this equation coincides with (15), except
that the first term on the right-hand side of (15)
is absent here. This is the term that arises from
Riemann surfaces where a closed loop is pinched,
which lowers the genus by one unit. The second
term, which coincides with the one above, corre-
sponds to pinchings that separate the Riemann
surface into two disconnected surfaces [19].
We should stress that (29) was obtained in a
very general context and applies to both rigid and
local N = 2 supersymmetry. In the latter case we
have to convert to holomorphic sections XI(z).
This requires to set Aˆ = 0 in (29). The holomor-
phic anomaly can thus be viewed as arising from
a conflict between the requirements of holomor-
phy and of a proper behaviour under symplectic
transformations. The fact that there is not an
additional term in the anomaly equation, as in
7We note that D and NIJ∂J commute.
(15), is not unrelated to the fact that F (1) is still
holomorphic.
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